Strategic Planning Work Team #4 – Traditional Undergraduate Students – April
28, 2011
Members: Maria Kohnke, Angela Naginey, Heidi Granger, Susan Murphy, Druanne
Pagliosotti Chris Paul and Bill Rosser Joan Griffin Regrets: Wyant Morton, Jenny
Charret
We need to start to pull the information together and to synthesize the information we
have received from
Should we be a recommending body on: selectivity, faculty to student ratio, growth
rates, diversity, etc… Some general recommendation of things could be considered
into the plan.
We have all received copies of the notes/minutes from the discussion around campus
regarding our questions that we drafted as a committee.
Before moving forward we need to determine what area needs support services now
before we grow too much. We need for the support services to catch up with our reality
now.
We discussed the goal numbers and what is currently on list for support services and
staff that are being requested.
If we continue to grow, we need to keep the feel of that campus the way we are. What
do we need to support the growth we have? The key items should be identified and
analyzed.
The major thing, a: catch up with who we are; more systematic way to grow to
implement a system to campus wide to determine what triggers should exist to
implement new staff.
We need to recommend ideas, but also make sure that we include in the
recommendations what makes us unique as a campus. (Residential, small class sizes,
…)
The number of adjuncts might be another trigger. Our growth has disproportionally
affected some areas more than others.
We need a way to identify what
A recommendation to suggest for ways to help students figure out how majors lead to
careers. What are some innovative ways to market the path to job/career?
Path from major to career. Ways to help students think through this.

Should we still require students to pay for the STAR Program?
If we dreamed on Retention we could maybe implement a tutoring center, supplemental
instruction. Explore models…
Put the minutes into buckets for the questions.
Get ready for professional development day, just put together a .ppt for PD Day.
Look at a meeting for Tuesday, the 10th at 1:00pm
Minutes submitted by Angela Naginey

